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Executive Summary
This is a critical time - for Circular Communities Scotland, our members,
and Scotland as a whole.
The Covid-19 pandemic has impacted so much over the last two years and
the need for a strong recovery is essential. Similarly, Climate Change and
the need to move to Net Zero through responsible consumption and
implementing more circular behaviours is more urgent than ever before.
These twin crises create both a threat and an opportunity:
•

On the one hand, there is a real threat to our sector as our members
risk suffering long-term scarring from the pandemic. Supporting
recovery needs to be a key focus of our member services over the
next three years.

•

More positively, the policy opportunity presented by the expected
Circular Economy Bill and wider policy discussions, creates a once in
a generation opportunity for progress towards responsible
consumption and greater adoption of circular behaviours at the top
of the waste hierarchy. This prize must be the core focus of our
sector representation ambitions going forward.

Circular Communities Scotland is uniquely positioned to respond at this
critical moment. Our new name and brand, places us centrally to both
circular economy policy discussions and the local, community-based
response to climate emergency. Our rapidly growing membership
positions us strongly and we are increasingly being seen as a trusted
partner and sector voice with Scottish policymakers. Lastly, as an
organisation our foundations are strong with an excellent board,
experienced staff team, committed CEO, stronger systems and processes
and more diversified and sustainable finances.
From this perspective we have set a bold and ambitious strategic plan for
the next three years.
Our core role is to support and represent the circular communities’ sector.
We will grow and build this over the next three years as follows:
1. Member Services – we will review and strengthen our events,
communications, and support programmes considering the impact of
Covid-19. We will add stronger thematic support (starting with
sharing libraries and repair cafes). We will increase the social,
environmental, and economic impacts of our Reuse Consortium.
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2. Sector Representation – we will continue to call for a strong and
ambitious Circular Economy Bill with a top-down approach to the
waste hierarchy alongside other policy developments.

Beyond our core services we are looking to innovate strongly in two key
areas:
3. Carbon Benefits – we will support greater carbon literacy in our
sector thereby more effectively communicating individual and
collective environmental impact.
4. Storytelling – we will work with our members to tell the story of our
sector and campaign for consumption reduction and more circular
behaviours.

Our vision is for a thriving circular economy in Scotland, with local
communities benefiting from the social, environmental, and economic
outcomes. This strategic plan has been carefully prepared to deliver the
greatest progress on this journey towards a circular economy in Scotland
and we commend it to you.
The staff and board of Circular Communities Scotland look forward to
working with you over the next three years to deliver this plan.

Michael Cook
Chief Executive Officer
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Naomi Johnson
Chair

About Us
The role of Circular Communities Scotland
Circular Communities Scotland (formerly known as Community Resources
Network Scotland) is a membership organisation for charities and social
enterprises engaged in the circular economy.
Our growing membership of over 180 full members run a wide range of
projects including furniture reuse, charity shops, bike projects, sharing
libraries, environmental education, repair cafés, starter pack projects and
much more. Our role as a membership body is focused at the intersection
of the three key agendas as shown in the following diagram:

Figure 1 – Key elements of our role as Circular Communities Scotland

Our core role as an intermediary is two-way:
- To support our membership, facilitating growth and greater impact
in the sector.
- To represent the sector to a wide range of stakeholders including
Local Authorities, Scottish Government, Zero Waste Scotland, Social
Enterprise intermediaries, and wider stakeholders.
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Figure 2 Our two-way role to support and represent the sector

Rebrand
On 1 November 2021, we changed our name from Community Resources
Network Scotland (CRNS) to Circular Communities Scotland.
We believe the new name clearly communicates our vision for a circular
economy in Scotland, the community led nature of our membership as well
as provides a more contemporary brand identity.
Although our name and brand have changed, our remit and dedication to
our members remains the same. We will continue to support and represent
the 180+ charities and social enterprises in our network, helping them to
tackle climate change by contributing to a circular economy in Scotland,
whilst providing social and environmental benefits to communities across
the country as a result.
This will be our first strategic plan as Circular Communities Scotland and
we are excited to see how the new organisation will continue to grow and
work for a circular economy over the next three years.
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Looking Back
Highlights
Despite the obvious challenges of the Covid-19 pandemic, this has been a
very strong three-year period for the organisation. Some highlights include:
• Membership has grown from 115 members to over 180 at the time of
writing.
• Dedicated support given to our members particularly during the
Covid-19 pandemic.
• Implemented new Customer Relationship Management (CRM)
system based on Salesforce with not-for-profit discount worth £12k
per year.
• Introduced Annual Impact Reports to demonstrate value of our work
at Circular Communities Scotland and in the wider sector. Click here
to see the most recent report.
• Launched a new website complete with member map for public to
find reuse in their area. Google Ads grant provides $10k per month
of free advertising.
• Reviewed name and brand launching Circular Communities Scotland
on 1 November 2021.
• After five years of financial losses, broke even for the last two years,
making a small surplus the last two years.
• Increased income from membership fees, conference sponsorship
and paid for work, diversifying away from core Zero Waste Scotland
service contract.
• The reuse consortium is now fully self-funding and showing signs of
ongoing growth and sustainability.

Overview of last Strategic Plan
Our last strategic plan was published in March 2019 and covered the period
1 April 2019 to 31 March 2022. This plan had four key goals as follows:

1. “Support and grow our membership. CRNS will clarify and
continually improve our membership offering adding tangible value
to our members. We want the sector to achieve greater
environmental and social benefits in Scotland. We have set the bold
goal of seeing our membership increase by 50% in the next three
years (and double in the next five).
2. Measure and demonstrate our impact. We need to strongly monitor,
evaluate, and communicate our impact. This will require us to
implement robust internal systems including a new customer
relationship management (“CRM”) system and to adopt an impact
driven approach within the staff culture. We will publish an Impact
Report each year.
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3. Communicate our vision. We want to be a strong, effective, and
representative voice for the community resources sector in Scotland.
Working with others, such as ZWS and the Scottish Government, we
will continue to call for a circular economy. We will have reviewed
our name, brand, website, and other communication channels to
ensure our communication is more effective.
4. Secure strong and sustainable finances. With careful financial
management, we will achieve greater financial security and
sustainability. We will diversify our income streams by growing
income from value-add/charged for services and a wider range of
funding sources.” 1
Further information on progress against each of these four areas can be
seen in Appendix 1.

Covid-19 impact
Covid-19 has dominated the last two years not just for the circular
communities’ sector but for Scotland as a whole and beyond. Key impacts
include:
• Initial struggle from our members to survive, followed by financial
support from UK and Scottish Governments which alleviated this
issue.
• Significant portion of our membership pivoted to provide support
needed in their local communities – see our report Supporting
Scottish Communities during Covid-19.
• The reality of high-street and waste site closures has led to changes
in climate impact of the sector, including a fall in tonnage diverted.
• Significant impact on staffing for our members, most notably a fall in
the numbers of volunteers and a smaller rise in the number of staff.
Operations are under pressure as a result.
Our members are still facing significant concerns following on from Covid19 as shown in the results of the most recent member survey:

Figure 3 - Issues faced by our members (Sept 2021 Survey)

1

CRNS Strategic Plan, March 2019, p8
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However, we have seen a significant increase in confidence around
recovery from our members too:

Figure 4 - Confidence of recovery (Sept 2021 Survey)

The focus for us going forward is to support our sector to recover from the
pandemic and “build back better” to support the mainstreaming of more
circular behaviours adopted during the pandemic.

Circular Economy Policy
Our sector is at a pivotal moment where the concept of the circular
economy is increasingly being recognised as a key tool in combatting
climate change, whilst climate change is being recognised as the dominant
issue of our times, alongside the Covid -19 pandemic.
Scotland hosting COP26 shone a light on our response to the climate
emergency more than ever before. On the one hand, the circular economy
was not high on the COP26 agenda, and the international agreements fell
short of what many wanted to see. On the other hand, Scotland continues
to be seen as ahead of the curve in response to the climate emergency and
there is a determination from within Scottish Government to continue
leading in this area. COP26 reminds us that we need to redouble our
efforts and act with stronger ambition and urgency going forward.
In Scotland, Zero Waste Scotland and the Scottish Government continue to
progress policies including landfill ban, deposit return scheme, incineration
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review, recycling targets, recycling improvement fund investment and
more. Many of these initiatives are progressing slower than our members
and indeed policy holders would like, and we continue to call for more
urgency in progressing to a circular economy.
Whilst we were disappointed that the Circular Economy Bill was postponed
due to the pandemic, we recognise that this is an opportunity to improve
and strengthen the bill. At Circular Communities Scotland we continue to
call for a more top-down approach to the waste hierarchy where we
implement policies that more strongly support reuse, repair and sharing
agendas. We do strongly welcome the recent campaign by Zero Waste
Scotland to start talking about consumption reduction. We will seek to
support these key messages going forward.
Current policy opportunities include the potential for reuse targets and
stronger reuse investment to be included in the Circular Economy Bill. This
would increase the amount of reuse available to our members and
therefore grow the sector significantly. Similarly there is the opportunity
to support local authorities to build stronger “set aside for reuse” at
Household Waste Recycling Centres across Scotland and work with
regional levels (regional partnerships, city deals) to encourage this further.
The period covered by this strategic plan offers significant opportunities
for Circular Communities Scotland to call for, influence and support policies
which will deliver a more circular economy. Probably more than any time
in our existence.
We need to clear and bold in our response to this opportunity.
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Overview of Strategic Plan
The key elements of this strategic plan are shown in the following diagram.
Put simply:
• Our Vision – the purpose of this plan is to move Scotland towards a
more circular economy in Scotland.
• Strategic Pillars – our work over the next three years will be focused
on 4 key strategic pillars which are discussed in detail in the
following pages.
• Core Principles – our work will be underpinned by four underpinning
core principles.

Figure 5 - Key Elements of Strategic Plan

Further information on each of these elements are discussed on the
following pages.
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Our Vision
Our vision, mission and values underpin this strategic plan.
Our vision is for a thriving circular economy in Scotland, with local
communities benefiting from the social, environmental, and economic
outcomes.
Our mission, as a national network, is to support and represent
organisations who are delivering greater levels of reuse, repair, and
recycling.
We have three key values which are:
• Trust and Integrity
• Openness and Community
• Environmental and Social Justice
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Strategic Pillars
In reviewing our strategy for the next three years we have chosen four key
strategic pillars which we will focus on during this period.

Figure 6 - Focus of each Strategic Pillar
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Member Services
Circular Communities Scotland is a membership body and as such our core
role is to support our growing membership. We do this through delivering
a variety of membership services and events as summarised in our
Membership Leaflet under the following headings:

Figure 7 - Our Member Services (from membership leaflet)2

2

Membership Leaflet, November 2021
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In a recent survey, our members told us that they value these core
membership services as follows:

Figure 8 - Rating of Our Member Services3

This positive feedback is a strong starting point upon which to build.
Over the next three years, we will continue to support our membership by
delivering our core events and communication support. In addition, we will
develop our core services in the following ways:

Goal
Our member services will grow stronger which will help our members
recover from the pandemic and resume sector growth thereby delivering
greater environmental and social impact going forward.

Year 1
•

•
•

3

We will review our events, communications strategy, and advice and
support services in the light of Covid-19. For example, which events
should remain online, which face to face, which if any should be
hybrid?
We will launch the new Sharing Library and Repair Café Network and
deliver all the first-year deliverables contained within that proposal.
We will seek to secure funding for additional thematic developmental
support (such as Bike Reuse, Local Authority HWRC sites) which
could support subsector networks etc.

2021 Impact Report, Embracing a Circular Future, p10
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•

•

We will work with Zero Waste Scotland in their review of the delivery
model for Revolve Certification including exploring with them
whether Circular Communities Scotland have a role in the future
delivery of Revolve.
Continue to operate the Reuse Consortium securing growth thereby
supporting its self-sustaining basis.

Year 2
•
•
•

Secure funding for further 2 years for Sharing Library and Repair
Café Network.
Grow Reuse Consortium to service 8 local authorities (currently 5).
See continued growth in membership achieving 230 members by
March 2024 - the target to double membership in 5 years4 from
March 2019 baseline.

Year 3
•
•

4

Ensure self-sustaining Sharing Library and Repair Café network by
end of that project
Grow the consortium beyond sales and public procurement to
donation of materials. This will require more private (companies for
take back schemes, product donations) and public sector (local
authority and housing associations for waste diversion) partnerships.

From 2019-22 Strategic Plan.
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Sector Representation
Our second core role as a membership body is to represent our members
and the wider circular community sector. Over the last few years, this
representation role has involved speaking at conferences, speaking to
networks, meeting with Ministers and MSPs and responding to Scottish
government consultations. This representation role also occurs at different
levels - geographical (Local, Scotland and International), and thematic
(Social Enterprise and Technical relating to Circular Economy issues) as
shown below:

Figure 9 - Scope of our Representation
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Clearly there is a strong focus now on the move to Net Zero and within this
the transition to a Circular Economy.
Some of the key principles which will determine our policy positions
include:
• Our vision to see a Circular Economy in Scotland.
• Our core value of Social and Environmental Justice.
• The needs of our Sector and the Members we represent.
• The priority to Build Back Better from Covid-19; and
• The need to act with Ambition and Urgency in tacking climate
change.
Our core policy focus will remain towards the top of the waste hierarchy as
this is where most of our members operate. Tackling consumption,
encouraging reuse, repair and sharing is what most of our members do and
we want to see policies that support this work going forward. To date,
many national policies have focused lower down on the waste hierarchy
(landfill ban, incineration review, recycling charter and investment) and we
see the need for focus to shift higher on the waste hierarchy.
As the voice of the sector, we can be a resource for policy makers to
represent the circular community sector. Put simply it is easier to talk to
one organisation than over 180. During this period, we will seek to
continue to understand our membership views through consultation events
and surveys for example. Similarly, we will respond to appropriate
consultations for example for the upcoming Circular Economy Bill. We
must also represent our sector and their specific needs, most recently this
was demonstrated in calling for Covid-19 business grants to be extended to
charity shops.
We want to see more diversity in our sector and one way we can lead on
this is give a strong voice to leaders from a diverse range of backgrounds
(for example at our annual conference or in case studies).

Goal
We want to see a strong and ambitious Circular Economy Bill and wider
policy framework in Scotland which supports greater levels of reuse, repair
and sharing behaviours.

Year 1
•
•
•
•

Support new Cross-Party Group in Scottish Parliament on Circular
Economy.
Represent needs of sector on cross-party basis to wide range of
MSPs.
Support RREUSE on European basis through membership of board.
Support Zero Waste Scotland Route Map review and consultation
when issued.
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•

Support diversity across our events and in written case-studies.

Year 2
•
•

Continue to work for opportunities for Circular Community sector to
support logistics of Deposit Return Scheme.
Submit response to consultation on Circular Economy Bill – for
example call for reuse targets, set aside for reuse at all Household
Waste Recycling Centre.

Year 3
•
•

Review ongoing membership of RREUSE following Brexit.
Review requirement for representation at UK level following Brexit.
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Carbon Benefits
Historically our sector has focused on tonnage diverted from landfill when
calculating and communicating the environmental benefits associated with
their activities. This is largely a continuation of reporting tonnage-based
measurements from the community recycling days.
Today with the growing focus on climate change it is important for our
members to be able to measure and report the sector’s impact in terms of
carbon savings for several reasons:
• This clearly links the benefit of our members work to combating the
climate emergency, a key issue of our time.
• It makes comparison between resource-based activities and energy
or transport initiatives possible.
• This demonstrates the value of reuse, repair and sharing activities
over recycling (tonnage reporting would be the same) thereby
encouraging a top-down approach.
• It would provide the foundation for potential policy initiatives such as
Extended Producer Responsibility based funding for the carbon
savings associated with reuse activity.
The current confidence to communicate in relation to carbon savings in our
sector is low. Similarly, the current carbon models are technical and
difficult to understand and implement. We believe this will limit funding
for and growth of our sector unless it can be resolved.

Goal
The circular community sector will become more carbon literate which will
help individual members, the wider sector, and Circular Communities
Scotland to demonstrate environmental benefits more clearly.

Year 1
•
•

Set the vision for carbon literacy and confidence demonstrating this
in our 2022 impact report.
Identify potential partners and funding sources for this work.5

Year 2
•

Secure funding for this project and partners to work with to deliver a
comprehensive carbon toolkit for our sector.

Year 3
Deliver comprehensive carbon toolkit which supports:
• Individual members to communicate their carbon savings.
• Training to increase carbon literacy in the sector.
Note without adequate funding and the right partners it will not be possible to deliver
this strategic pillar. Circular Communities Scotland do not currently have the resources in
house to deliver this.
5
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•
•
•
•

If funding allows consider development of app or website for carbon
savings calculation.
Us to report the carbon benefits of the entire sector.
Support suppliers to sector (e.g., EPOS systems) to integrate carbon
reporting into till receipts and report.
Support policy makers to consider carbon-based intervention in
reuse, repair and recycling (e.g., funding based on carbon)
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Storytelling
This pillar builds on two key goals in our last strategic plan – measure and
demonstrate impact and communicate our vision. As explained above we
have made significant progress in the area of communications over the last
three years reviewing our name and brand, implementing a new website
and publishing annual impact reports.
We have also recently appointed a Communications and Campaigns
Officer which means we have better resourced this key area.
Looking ahead we want to be better at telling the story of the sector to:
- Bring to life the environmental, social and economic value of the
work of our members (e.g., the four Ps Planet, People, Place and
Pounds).
- Influence policy and wider stakeholders to prioritise circular
economy principles and practices.
- Improve social discourse and media environment for our members.
- Support growth in our sector and membership with more
organisations working with circular economy projects.
- Ultimately encourage more behaviour change towards circular
behaviours.
- Support calls led by Zero Waste Scotland for a reduction in
consumption in Scotland.
Using the foundation of our new brand we want to further strengthen our
communication channels (website, social media, newsletter etc) and use
this to communicate the benefits of the circular economy, the role of social
enterprises in delivering this and ultimately support (along with others
such as Zero Waste Scotland and Scottish Government) greater
mainstreaming of circular behaviours.
We recognise that our membership is a key asset here. First our members
provide compelling case studies of how more circular practices can be
implemented. Second, with over 180 different organisations each having
their own followers, we can work with our members to share key messages
more powerfully.

Goal
A strong and clear articulation of the benefits of a circular economy shared
with, by and through our membership leading to consumption reduction
and more circular behaviours in Scotland.

Year 1
•
•
•

Complete and consolidate new name and brand identity.
Finalise and roll out new Marketing and Communication strategy.
Provide marketing and social media training open to all members.
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•

Run a campaign to demonstrate the value of members work/value of
reuse/need for consumption reduction through our core
communications channels.

Year 2
•
•

Establish member communications focused working group.
Deliver one public affairs campaign (e.g., key policy areas such as
circular economy bill, reuse at HWRC sites etc) and two public facing
behaviour campaigns (e.g., circular economy behaviours such as
sharing or reuse behaviours, consumption reduction). Work with
members and stakeholders to ensure wide sharing.

Year 3
•
•

Review results of year 2 campaigns with communication working
group and implement improvements.
Deliver one further public affairs campaign and two public facing
behaviour campaigns. Work with members and stakeholders to
ensure wide sharing.
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Core Principles
This Strategic Plan is underpinned by four key principles which we believe
will keep us on the right course over the next three years. These principles
are foundational in that each of these will support the delivery of our key
goals. Put another way, if either of these principles is significantly
compromised action would need to be taken to correct this.

Team Wellbeing
We believe we have a strong staff and board at Circular Communities
Scotland, and we want to maintain and further develop this during the life
of this plan. Consequently, we want to:
• Maintain a strong and actively engaged board with wide range of
skills and experience.
• Foster a high support and high challenge environment.
• Value the wellbeing of our staff and show this in tangible ways.
• Embrace the potential of flexible hybrid working practices, learning
the best from recent lockdown working.
• Ensure diversity on our staff and board teams and ensure that we
are leading our sector in relation to all forms of diversity.
• Ensure staff have access to training and development.
• Value performance and pay staff competitive salaries.

Partnerships
Circular Communities Scotland already works with a wide range of
organisations at the international, national, and local level and from the
public, private and third sectors. Going forward we want to grow these
partnerships to deliver greater impact. Simply put we recognise that as a
relatively small organisation, Circular Communities Scotland cannot do
everything, and we need to engage and collaborate with others to see our
vision of a circular economy in Scotland become a reality.
Over the next three years we want to grow partnerships with public sector
organisations (e.g., local authorities) and with private sector (e.g.,
companies) to benefit our sector and move to a more circular economy.

Quality Delivery
We seek to work to a high standard at Circular Communities Scotland.
Whilst we do not have the resources to do everything, what we chose to
do should be delivered to a consistently high standard. This has both an
internal and an external element. Internally, as a staff and board we seek to
hold each other to account to these strong standards of delivery.
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Externally, we believe our high standards should be consistently visible to
our partners and wider stakeholders.

Sustainable Finances
Sustainable finances are not an end in themselves, but they are an
important means if Circular Communities Scotland is to survive and indeed
thrive going forward. So, we want to maintain healthy reserves and
continue to diversify our income whilst delivering excellent value to our
funders. This will be supported by strong financial management controls.
We will seek to grow Circular Communities Scotland income during this
period so we can deliver more impact for our sector and support the
development of a circular economy. Practically Circular Communities
Scotland should only really progress projects and initiatives which pass the
“triple win” of:
• Vision – progressing towards our vision of a circular economy in
Scotland.
• Members – benefits the members and sector that we represent.
• Sustainable – comes with adequate funding to ensure Circular
Communities Scotland maintains sustainable finances.
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Appendix 1 – Success of last
strategic plan.
Support and grow our membership.
We have made excellent progress against this goal. We set out the core
benefits of membership in a Membership Leaflet along with a clear
articulation of our membership offering on our newly implemented website
where we are also able to take online membership applications.
In January 2020 we implemented a new Customer Relationship
Management system based on Salesforce which enabled us to record
interactions with our members and more significantly identified members
who we hadn’t been in touch with. This has helped drive stronger and
more consistent interaction with our members.
We have seen our membership grow by 57% to 180 members6 over the last
two and a half years, significantly ahead of the 50% in three-year target.
We regularly received positive feedback from our members indicating we
are providing real and tangible support to them, such as the following in
September 2021:

“I have recommended Circular Communities Scotland to many
organisations, and one has joined recently. I have managed to access
funding through Circular Communities Scotland directly and
indirectly. I have managed to meet people from other similar projects
and now work collaboratively with them, all meeting similar aims and
we are able to overcome challenges together.”

Measure and demonstrate our impact.
Our work in this area began with our last strategic plan where we set these
4 clear goals to focus our efforts. Soon after this we defined Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs) for the organisation and reported these
internally to staff and the board.
We implemented our new Customer Relationship Management (CRM)
system based on Salesforce in January 2020 which enabled us to capture
key information about our members along with our interactions with them.
This has driven a more consistent membership experience as well as
helped us demonstrate our impact to our funders and key stakeholders.

6

Membership was 115 in March 2019
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Lastly, we have published an impact report each year of this plan around
the time of our Annual Conference. The first report was entitled Local
Solutions to the Global Climate Emergency (November 2019) and focused
on the role of local community based organisations in tackling the climate
emergency. Our second report, Supporting Scottish Communities during
Covid-19 (November 2020) focused on how organisations had pivoted
during Covid-19 to support their communities during lockdown. Our most
recent report, and our first as Circular Communities Scotland, has just been
published entitled Embracing a Circular Future.

Communicate our vision.
The first action in this area was to develop and launch a new website and
this was completed in March 2020. This website has been further
revamped as part of the rebrand. Our new website is much more modern
and contemporary, clearly communicates the value of membership, the
work of our sector, provides a member map and simple ways to get
involved (e.g., online events calendar).
We also completed a full review of our name and brand and launched our
new identity on 1 November 2021. Our new name Circular Communities
Scotland has been well received and positions us well for the future.
Lastly, we have recruited a new member of staff – Communications and
Campaigns Officer – and she will be working hard to roll out our new
communications strategy across all communications channels.

Secure strong and sustainable finances.
Our finances were quite insecure at the start of the last strategic plan and
the organisation had made a loss for five previous years. During this time,
we have secured ongoing funding from our core funder Zero Waste
Scotland, as well as growing other sources of income.
For example, we have:
- Increased income from member fees due to our growing
membership.
- Increased conference sponsorship with 11 sponsors for our annual
conference for example (just 1 three years ago).
- Increased income from paid consultancy and research work for
example including Social Investment Scotland, Creative Scotland and
Cycling Scotland for work in the last 12 months.
- Increased income from the Reuse Consortium which is now fully selfsufficient.
We moved to a new financial system (QuickBooks) which allows much
slicker financial management and budgetary control and have broken even
for the last two financial years.
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